
5B Home Learning – Tuesday 26th January 
 
 
 
• Kangaroos can’t walk backwards. 
• While you sleep you can’t smell anything, even really, really bad or potent smells.  
• Hippopotamus milk is pink. 
 
Spelling 
 
Login to Spelling Frame https://spellingframe.co.uk/ and select ‘Go To Test’. Choose the Segment Tiles, 
Spelling Tiles and any of the games to practise spelling our list of ‘-able’, ‘ible’, ‘-ably and ‘-ibly’ suffixes. 
When you are ready, choose to take a test – your scores will be recorded and sent to me. Good luck!! 
 
English 
 
Aim: to use adverbials of time, place and number 
 
Watch Mrs Bailey’s English lesson part 1 https://vimeo.com/504399210/2d74b4fd4c and (part 2) 
https://vimeo.com/504406213/3e94aec5d0  
 
Your task is to write the next two entries to your diary from you have heard of the story yesterday and 
today. Your entries should include adverbials of time, place and number. 
 
Here are some examples to help you but you might like to think of some of your own.  
 

Time 
 

Place Number 

just then 
 

below the sea often 

Afterwards 
 

on the ice floe again 

in the morning 
 

outside next 

just then 
 

in our tents never before 

as soon as we could 
 

nearby sometimes 

before long 
 

over there once 

all of a sudden 
 

between the sea and the sky finally 

after a while 
 

far away firstly 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://spellingframe.co.uk/
https://vimeo.com/504399210/2d74b4fd4c
https://vimeo.com/504406213/3e94aec5d0


MATHS  
 
Aim: to investigate negative numbers in context 
 
Watch Mrs Bailey maths video https://vimeo.com/504424046/fdcecb9426  
 
Your task is look at a world map and locate different countries (try to choose countries from different 

continents). Then choose a month and research the average temperatures for these countries. 

 
Think about and record your answers to the following questions in your home learning books: 
 
• What do you notice about the location of countries and their temperatures? 
• What’s the difference between the temperature of two countries? 
• Which country is the coldest/hottest? How much cooler/hotter are they than the other? 

• Is this the same in different months? 
 

FRENCH - Les Sport 

Bonjour la classe! 

Today we are going to start to look at talking about different sports in French.   

Watch Mrs James’ video here - https://www.loom.com/share/ad4db9a67bb04dc6b39aa93455dc10bb  
 
Your task is to choose 4 different sports as Mes sports préférés (My favourite sports) and draw them and 
correctly name the sport in French. 
 
Example – Mes sport préférés est le tennis.  (My preferred sport/ favourite sport is tennis.)  
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